
 

 

FWA Tele-Sales Script 
 
(Greeting) -Use Objections in Greeting Guide 
 
Hi, CLIENT (First Name Only), this is ______ (First Name Only) from the Senior Care Plan and I’m calling 
you back on the information you requested on our final expense plans.  CLIENT I will be the one 
providing you with pricing, terms, features & benefits and anything else you need in order to make an 
informed decision and I would like to do that for you as quickly as I possibly can. How are you doing 
today?  
 
That’s wonderful to hear. When you (called our commercial/filled out the card/filled out the online 
form) were you looking into this for yourself or for a loved one?  
 
(Wait for Answer)  
 
Ok, well I can help you out with that today. I see you’re located in CITY/STATE? Very nice. How long have 
you been in that area? (Continue to build rapport for 2-3 minutes. Keep it light and simple) 
 
(Process)  
 
________ (First Name ONLY) our plans start as low as $15-$20 a month based on various factors such as 
your age and health. However, most people pick a plan ranging between $40-$70 a month. Either way, 
we'll definitely put something together that's comfortable for you. My job here today is to share with 
you exactly what you and your family will get for that money so that you can make sense of it, alright?!  
 
(Fact Finding)  
 
Now because there are many different types of plans that are out there, I’m going to first ask a few 
general questions to better understand what you’re looking for so I can provide you with the right policy 
information….okay?  (Write their answers down so you don’t forget!!)  
 

• Now what exactly are you wanting this policy to do for your family in the event of your death? 
o What prompted you to call into our TV Commercial?  

• Have you ever purchased a private life insurance policy on yourself before? 
o (If yes) Is that policy still active?  
o Are you wanting to have the same type of policy that you currently have / that you had 

in the past? 
▪ (If Yes) Great. What are/were some of the things about the policy that you 

liked? 
▪ (If No) Ok. What were some of the things that policy was missing or that you 

didn’t like?   
o Do you know if that (Is/was) that a Term Life, Whole Life, or a Universal Life? 

• Ok, be super honest with me on this next question, as I know you will. Do you fully understand 
the basic difference between a term life and whole life policy?  

o (If No, briefly explain) 
o (If Yes) Wonderful. Can you briefly share with me what those differences are? 

• Are you wanting this policy to cover your funeral or cremated? What are your final wishes? 

• Who will be the one in charge of taking care of your final arrangements when you die? 



 

 

• How much do you estimate a (funeral/cremation) to cost in your area?  

• If you had the ability to prearrange your funeral/cremation in advance, is that something that 
you would be interested in doing? 

• When it comes to taking care of your (funeral/cremation) what concerns you the most? Funding 
it or having it all prearranged in advance? Or maybe both? 

• How long have you been trying to get this take care of?  
o Why haven’t you done anything about it yet? 

• Is there anyone else that needs to be on this call with us or do you make these type of decisions 
yourself? (Qualify) Alright, thank you so much for that!  
 

Awesome. Well I would like to first commend you for protecting your family and actually doing 
something about it. Pretty much on an hourly basis, people share with me about a loved one who 
passed away and had absolutely nothing in place! And then of course I hear how hard it was on the 
family because they had to come up with the money, like passing a collection plate at church…or 
creating a GoFundMe page, on top of making all of these difficult decisions. And listening to these 
stories, they never get easy. Obviously, it says a lot about yourself... Not wanting to place an 
embarrassment on your family during one of the toughest times of their lives, so again, I do commend 
you for taking care of this in advance. 
 
Based on what you’ve shared with me, you called the right people. You are exactly what we specialize in. 
Allow me to get some basic health information to see what discounts you qualify for and then I’ll explain 
how your policy will work and then go over few options with you. I’m going to customize this program to 
suit your needs and within a budget you can actually afford. We’ll get this application processed right 
over the phone, mail everything out to you in writing and finally get you all squared away, okay? (Don’t 
wait for their approval, keep moving forward) 
 
(Use the SLICE App to ask them questions & qualify them. Pick the plan that shows up highest on list; 
however, if Ultimate Preferred shows as an option then select Super Preferred. And if Easy Issue and 
Guaranteed Issue are the only 2 options that show, then choose Guaranteed Issue. Once you select the 
plan type and get to the quoting screen, proceed with presentation below.)  
 
(Presentation) - Use Objections in the Presentation Guide -  
 
_______ (First Name), based off what you told me so far it appears that you MAY qualify for one of our 
best plans, which is awesome! So congratulations on that. NAME, if you haven’t already, grab yourself a 
pen and paper so you can take down a few notes. Take your time and let me know when you’re ready, 
okay?! 
 
This program is a 2 part program. The Final Expense insurance policies are underwritten and issued 
through Senior Life and then our sister company, Legacy Assurance, is a separate company that allows 
you to preselect and prearrange your final arrangements through.   
 
(When asked what concerns them the most – funding, planning or both? Start your presentation off by 
covering their main concern first) 
 
(If Funding is their primary concern, start here) 
 
 



 

 

 
 
(If Cremation is there wish) The average cremation in your area ranges from $2,500 to over $8,000 if you 
want a viewing. Sure have gone up over the years haven’t they? (Wait for Answer)  
 
(If Burial is there wish) The average burial in your area is $10,000 to over $16,000 which includes the 
cemetery expenses. They sure have gone up over the years haven’t they? (Wait for Answer)  
 
(Continuing...) Now, let me re-iterate what the TV commercial / advertisement stated:  
 
Your policy is a permanent whole life plan, this means that you have guaranteed protection for the rest 
of your life. Once your policy starts, everything is locked in forever meaning 
 
Your premium will NEVER increase  
 
and your benefits will NEVER decrease.  
 
If you die in an accident, it actually doubles the face amount of your policy. So if you had a $10,000 
death benefit, it would pay another $10,000 for a total of $20,000. (This draws them a picture) 
 
(Immediate Plan) You will be covered from day 1, with no waiting period (Only if Immediate benefit 
plans. Draw them a picture to explain)  
 
 
(Limited Benefit) During your first 2/3 years, instead of you financing your policy and paying interest like 
you would a preneed plan, this policy will finance you for the first 24/36 months. So if you died of 
natural causes during that period, every single penny you paid in, 100% of that money will all go to 
BENEFICIARY NAME plus a whole lot of interest – 10%, which is way better than a CD account or a 
money market. After those 24/36 months then the full death benefit kicks in. However an accident has 
nothing to do with your health so if you died in an auto accident, house fire or whatever, it’ll pay the full 
death benefit amount from day 1. What do you think of that? Pretty awesome, right?!  
 
We don’t do any medical exams to get you qualified we just ask a few health questions directly over the 
phone here from the home office and record your responses. It’s super simple.  
 
Most importantly, we pay our claims in 24 hours, which I’m sure you understand why that’s the most 
important part, right?! You see, life insurance policies never pay out the next day. Generally it can take 
anywhere from several weeks to more like several months before your family receives the death 
benefit. So the only way they can move forward with the arrangements is to assign the policy over to 
the funeral home, which puts the funeral home in control and generally takes up most, if not all of the 
life insurance and there’s no money left over. By placing a check in BENEFICIARY NAME hands the next 
day, immediate provides the financial relief and places your family in control, not the funeral home. 
Make sense? How do you like that? 
 
 
Does that sound like the type of policy you’ve been looking for? 
 
 



 

 

(If Planning) 
 
 
CLIENT, we are going to help you be prepared by first providing you with a memorial guide to help you 
pre-plan your funeral and any last wishes you may have. You will be able to write down all the desires 
and wishes that you want such as songs to be sung, casket selection, pall bearers, obituary wording, or 
maybe even a favorite scripture to be read during your service and so on.  
 
 
Now this policy comes with a membership to a company called Legacy Assurance. The best way to 
describe Legacy Assurance is like the Costco or Sam’s Club of funeral merchandise and funeral services. 
Legacy Assurance is a company committed to reducing the financial and emotional stress of planning a 
funeral or a cremation. They do this by first allowing you to preselect your (casket/vault/headstone - 
urn) and lock in the cost of those items at wholesale pricing forever.  
 
 
(Cremation) Your urn is a brass component, hand painted urn that typically sells for nearly a $1,000. But 
you are locked in at $99. Best of all you don't have to pay for this merchandise until you pass. Then 
there is the W.I.S.H. team which stands for Where Individuals Seek Help. Utilizing your final wishes we 
have on file, once you pass away, all BENEFICIARY has to do is make one call to them and everything 
else will be handled for him/her from there. The WISH team will save BENEFICIARY thousands of more 
dollars by negotiating funeral prices with several funeral homes in your area, at the time your family will 
need the most help.  
 
 
(Burial)  You’re going to have over 200 different 18-gauge caskets to choose from. Regardless which one 
you select, you are locking in at the wholesale price of $2,000 forever. These caskets typically list for 
around $4k-$6k and go up from there. You will also be able to preselect from 3 different monument 
styles: a flat, beveled, and upright monument offered in 3 different colors: red, grey and black. You will 
customize your monument however you like with no additional cost and also lock in at the wholesale 
price forever. And finally, your vault is a fiberglass component that comes with a 100 year warranty 
locking in at only $1000 instead of $3,000. So not only are you preselecting everything in advance, this 
merchandise alone with save your family more than $7,000 today. And with the way inflation keeps 
going, it is going to save your family tens of thousands of dollars years down the road. 
 
 
Then there is the W.I.S.H. team which stands for Where Individuals Seek Help. Utilizing your final wishes 
we have on file, once you pass away, all BENEFICIARY has to do is make one call to them and everything 
else will be handled for him/her from there. The WISH team will end up saving BENEFICIARY thousands 
of more dollars by negotiating funeral prices with several funeral homes in your area, at the time your 
family will need the most help.  
 
 
So through our Legacy program we can usually get you buried for less than $7,000. And as you know, 
without this program it’s going to cost at least twice that today and possibly 3 times that amount 10 
years from now. Does everything I just went over with you make sense? What do you think about that 
Legacy program? Does that sound like a program your family can benefit from? Great! 
 



 

 

(ONLY If Necessary – they are quite sold yet) 
   
As if everything I just went over with you isn’t enough, the third component to this program is our living 
benefits. Legacy promotes health and wellness and offer living benefits you can access for yourself 
-Rx drug discounts 
-Telehealth via MeMD 
-Hearing Benefits via Nationshearing 
-Diabetic and arthritic supplies via Pedors 
 
What do you think of those benefits? 
 

 
 
 
The Close! 
 
Awesome. Lets look at a few options for you and see which one makes the most sense. 
  
 
(Close) - Use Objections in the Close Guide  
 
_______ (First Name), I’m going to start off with a few options for you based on your needs. (Have them 
get a pen and paper and write it down. Be descriptive)  
 
Natural Death Benefit:       _________        _________           __________  
Accidental Death Benefit:  _________        _________           __________  
Rate:                                      _________         _________          __________  
 
 
Would you like me to give you any other options higher or lower or are those good ranges for now? 
 
 
Perfect. Out of those 3, which plan do you want to put together for BENEFICIARY? (Shut up and only 
speak when they select a plan or ask you a question. If they ask you a question, answer it then ask again 
which amount do they want to go with) 
 
Once they make a selection, start completing the application starting with the beneficiary section first. 


